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Exchange With Reporters on Departure for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
May 28, 1993

China
Q. Heard anything from China, Mr. Presi-

dent? Their reaction, the Chinese reaction?
The President. I don’t know what their—I feel

very good about our policy. I think it’s a good
policy. I don’t want to isolate China. I want
to do what’s good for—just the Chinese people.
But I think standing up for American values
and values in China is the way to go. I think

this is the right policy. And we have some very
serious issues between us, along with these, a
broad range of possibilities. I hope we can
work——

NOTE: The exchange began at 10:07 a.m. on the
South Lawn at the White House. A tape was not
available for verification of the content of this ex-
change.

Remarks at City Hall in Philadelphia
May 28, 1993

Thank you very much, Rosemary Greco. You
know, she’s the sort of person that I ran for
President to support, a person who started out
as a bank teller and became the president of
a bank. That’s the American dream.

I want to say how glad I am to be here,
back in Philadelphia, a city that has been so
good to me for so long now, with your Mayor
and with Senator Wofford and with the mem-
bers of the House delegation who are up here
on the platform with me and with your State
treasurer, Catherine Baker Knoll. I’m glad to
be here with all of them. Give them a hand,
will you?

My fellow Americans, since I became Presi-
dent I have been working to break the gridlock
in Washington, to prove that Government could
work for you again. And there have been some
impressive examples of success in that regard.
The Congress, after 8 years of rankling with
the President and two vetoes, voted to pass the
Family and Medical Leave Act to guarantee
working people a little time off when the baby
was born or a parent was sick, and eventually,
after years of haggling, voted to pass the motor
voter bill to open up the voter registration rolls
to millions of Americans and bring them into
the political process.

But the real issue was whether we had the
courage to come to grips with the economic
problems which have paralyzed this country.
After years and years and years of gridlock, after
years of leaders talking about economic prob-

lems and not doing much about them, after
years in which we ran our national debt from
$1 trillion to $4 trillion and reduced our invest-
ment in our people, their jobs, and their future
at the same time, last night the House of Rep-
resentatives gave the American people a victory
for economic growth over gridlock.

The plan cuts the deficit by $500 billion, cuts
a quarter of a trillion dollars in Government
spending, asks the wealthy who can best afford
to pay their fair share, invests in education and
jobs, and rewards work instead of welfare.

[At this point, audience members interrupted the
President’s remarks.]

Let me tell you something—wait a minute.
You know one thing that’s wrong with this coun-
try? Everybody gets a chance to have their fair
say. My budget did more to fight AIDS than
any in history, and we’re having to put up with
this. Tell them to let me talk. If you want to
give a speech, go out there and raise your own
crowd. We’ll be glad to listen to you.

So there were those—I’ll make you a deal.
I’ll ignore them if you will.

There were a lot of people who said we could
never change the way things were in Washing-
ton, the same sort of people who picked the
Phillies to finish last this year. By the way, I
think the Phillies are looking pretty good, even
that big fellow, Kruk, you know, is a big bat.
I wonder who cuts his hair? [Laughter]

Let me tell you something, folks, make no
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mistake about it, this National Capital of yours
is beginning to change. After years in which
our house was coming apart with higher deficits
and less investment, a Government by special
interests instead of the national interests, middle
class working harder for less, things are really
beginning to change.

After years of a lot of hot air and no respon-
sibility and no willingness to take the tough deci-
sions, yesterday the House began to throw out
the economic program that ran our debt to $4
trillion, ran the middle class into the ground,
created a new class of poverty, and robbed our
country of opportunity and any sense of commu-
nity. We are now moving forward with a plan
that reduces the deficit, asks the wealthy who
can pay their fair share, gives the middle class
the chance of having a future with real eco-
nomic growth, and provides profound incentives
to prefer work over welfare. These are the kinds
of things you elected me to do.

And I want to say one of the most rewarding
things is the people who supported this pro-
gram. I mean, after all, this is a program which
asks that 75 percent of the money raised in
taxes be paid for by people with incomes above
$100,000. And yet, among the strongest support-
ers were people who had that income who be-
lieve their country was more important than
their own pocketbook. And we ought to reward
that. We had not just labor leaders and small
business people and mayors of small and big
cities and Governors for this program. There
were people who lead some of the biggest com-
panies in this country out there working to give
our country a better chance and a brighter fu-
ture, because they know that we have to stop
reducing our investment and running up our
debt. We need to reverse our priorities, and
now we’re on the way to doing it.

A lot of these decisions were not easy, but
they had to be made. I tried to set a good
example. I reduced my own staff. We’ve had
a reduction in this budget in the Federal work
force by attrition, not by laying people off, but
we’re going to reduce the Federal Government
by 150,000 over the next 4 years. That’s a lot.
That’s a lot of Government spending cuts. We
cut more than 200 specific programs. We cut
$2 in spending for every $1 in new investments
and education and jobs and technology.

There were things that had never been really
seriously dealt with before, the budget’s sacred
cows: everything from agricultural subsidies to

the REA to other problems that affect the cities;
demonstration projects that had never been seri-
ously reviewed; cuts in the Medicare program
that couldn’t be justified; and the Federal em-
ployees perhaps took the biggest hit of all, for-
going a pay raise and having a budget that low-
ers their raises below the cost of living for 4
years, because most of them agreed that they
couldn’t ask any of you to pay more, even the
wealthiest Americans, unless they took less.
That’s the kind of spirit it’s going to take to
turn this country around and move the country
forward.

I’ll tell you something else. Every dollar in
taxes and all the budget cuts have to go into
a deficit reduction trust fund. There will be
no taxes without the budget cuts, and all the
money will go to bringing the debt down. And
we will have some left over to do things that
need to be done. Here in Philadelphia, you
know, because of defense cuts, we need to in-
vest some money to help move our country from
a defense to a domestic economy, new tech-
nologies for new jobs and new opportunities in
the future. Because this debt turned out to be
bigger even than we knew before the election,
I did ask the Congress to adopt an energy tax,
some of which will be paid by middle class
Americans. But I want you to know exactly how
it works, and you’ve got to decide whether you
think it’s worth it.

First of all, we have income tax reductions
to protect family incomes below $30,000 from
the impact of the energy tax. For people above
$30,000 up to $100,000, here’s what it costs:
$1 a month next year; $7 a month the year
after; and if you’ve got a family of four, $17
a month after that. But consider this: Look how
much interest rates have gone down. If we keep
interest rates down and people can refinance
their homes, get car loans at lower rates, get
consumer loans at lower rates, get lower busi-
ness loans from good bankers like Rosemary,
you will save more in interest rates than you’ll
ever pay in the energy tax, and you’ll have a
healthier economy and a lower deficit.

Just for example, if someone had a $100,000
home mortgage that was financed at 10 percent,
and they refinanced it at 7.5 percent, they’d
save $175 a month, a month, not a year. This
is going to be good economics. If we can keep
interest rates down by bringing the debt down,
that will release another $100 billion into this
economy this year to put the American people
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back to work.
Yesterday was a historic day, but it was just

the beginning. Now the bill goes on to the Sen-
ate. And we must work to pass the bill that
meets these principles: The wealthy must pay
their fair share; we have to reduce the deficit
by $500 billion; we have to keep the incentives
for people to invest in our jobs and in our
cities; and we’ve got to give people incentives
to move from welfare to work, not the other
way around. That’s the kind of bill that needs
to come to my desk.

There are 80,000 lobbyists in Washington.
Many of them don’t want Washington to change.
Think of that. Maybe some of you all are in
the wrong line of work—80,000. Special inter-
ests that work in the Senate who have now
proposed that we cut Social Security and put
more of a burden on the middle class in order
to relieve the burden on the wealthiest Ameri-
cans, when many of them are leading the cru-
sade for change. I think we can do better. I
think we can do better. And we’re going to
do better in the United States Senate with your
help.

The process of changing is not easy, not even,
and not quick. But we are moving in the right
direction. The budget is on the way to being
realized. There is a program now in the United
States Congress with broad bipartisan support
to fulfill the commitment I made to you to
open the doors of college education to all Amer-
icans and give our young people a chance to
pay off their college through national service
through their communities here at home.

Very soon the national commission on health
care which my wife has chaired will present
their plan to provide affordable health care to
all Americans and bring down the cost of health
care that threatens our economic stability. How
many millions of Americans not only lack health
insurance but have it and are terrified of losing
it because somebody in their family has been
sick, and they think they’ll never be able to
change jobs. We can do better, and we will
with your support.

Finally, there are bills in the Congress which
will help to change the very way your National
Government works: A bill that will require every
lobbyist to register and to say how much money
they spend lobbying all the rest of us and report
it to you—I think that would be a good thing—
already passed the Senate; can pass the House.
And Mayor Rendell was talking about the cam-

paign finance reform bill, which at long last
will lower the cost of congressional campaigns,
limit the influence of political action commit-
tees, and open the airwaves to candidates so
they can have an honest debate. That bill is
in the Congress, and we ought to pass it this
year.

When I was running for President, I was pro-
foundly influenced by the series in the Philadel-
phia Inquirer by Donald Bartlett and James
Steele, the stories they made into a book called
‘‘America, What Went Wrong?’’ They said that
after 50 years, the middle class and small busi-
ness had been helped for 50 years, but things
began to change about a dozen years ago. About
a dozen years ago, the National Government
adopted tax policies and economic policies that
rewarded those who shut jobs down in America
and sent them somewhere else; rewarded those
who laid their workers off and bailed out with
golden parachutes to better lives. We stopped
rewarding responsibility and work and rigged the
game of economic life against the broad Amer-
ican middle class. They were right, but we’re
fighting to change that.

And Americans from all walks of life are help-
ing. I will say again, to me the most moving
thing of all has been how many genuinely suc-
cessful Americans, people this country has been
good to, people who have made a lot of money,
have come forward and said, ‘‘Go ahead and
raise my taxes if it will bring the deficit down
and put the American people back to work and
get this country going again.’’ That’s the kind
of statesmanship we need everywhere in this
country.

Yesterday we began the process of saying no
to gridlock, no to special interests, no to the
spiraling deficit, no to increased unemployment,
no to the conditions which lead so many of
you to work harder for lower wages every year.
We said yes to a brighter future to America,
yes to lower deficits, yes to more jobs, yes to
higher incomes, yes to a future in which we
have a real chance to compete and win.

Things are going in the right direction. Stay
with us. Fight with us. Help to lift this country
up, and believe in its future. And we can do
it.

Thank you, and God bless you all.
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NOTE: The President spoke at 12:19 p.m. in the
courtyard. In his remarks, he referred to Edward

G. Rendell, Mayor of Philadelphia, and Rosemary
Greco, president and CEO, CoreStates Bank.

Statement on Most-Favored-Nation Trade Status for China
May 28, 1993

Yesterday the American people won a tremen-
dous victory as a majority of the House of Rep-
resentatives joined me in adopting our plan to
revitalize America’s economic future.

Today Members of Congress have joined me
to announce a new chapter in United States
policy toward China.

China occupies an important place in our Na-
tion’s foreign policy. It is the world’s most popu-
lous state, its fastest growing major economy,
and a permanent member of the United Nations
Security Council. Its future will do much to
shape the future of Asia, our security and trade
relations in the Pacific, and a host of global
issues from the environment to weapons pro-
liferation. In short, our relationship with China
is of very great importance.

Unfortunately, over the past 4 years our Na-
tion spoke with a divided voice when it came
to China. Americans were outraged by the kill-
ing of prodemocracy demonstrators at
Tiananmen Square in June of 1989. Congress
was determined to have our Nation’s stance to-
ward China reflect our outrage. Yet twice after
Congress voted to place conditions on our favor-
able trade rules toward China, so-called most-
favored-nation status, those conditions were ve-
toed. The annual battles between Congress and
the Executive divided our foreign policy and
weakened our approach over China.

It is time that a unified American policy rec-
ognize both the value of China and the values
of America. Starting today, the United States
will speak with one voice on China policy. We
no longer have an executive branch policy and
a congressional policy. We have an American
policy.

I am happy to have with me today key con-
gressional leaders on this issue. I am also hon-
ored to be joined by representatives of the busi-
ness community and several distinguished Chi-
nese student leaders. Their presence here is a
tangible symbol of the unity of our purpose.
I particularly want to recognize Senate Majority

Leader George Mitchell of Maine and Congress-
woman Nancy Pelosi of California. Their tireless
dedication to the cause of freedom in China
has given voice to our collective concerns. I
intend to continue working closely with Con-
gress as we pursue our China policy.

We are here today because the American peo-
ple continue to harbor profound concerns about
a range of practices by China’s Communist lead-
ers. We are concerned that many activists and
prodemocracy leaders, including some from
Tiananmen Square, continue to languish behind
prison bars in China for no crime other than
exercising their consciences. We are concerned
about international access to their prisons. And
we are concerned by the Dalai Lama’s reports
of Chinese abuses against the people and culture
of Tibet.

We must also address China’s role in the pro-
liferation of dangerous weapons. The Gulf war
proved the danger of irresponsible sales of tech-
nologies related to weapons of mass destruction.
While the world is newly determined to address
the danger of such missiles, we have reason
to worry that China continues to sell them.

Finally, we have concerns about our terms
of trade with China. China runs an $18 billion
trade surplus with the U.S., second only to
Japan. In the face of this deficit, China contin-
ues practices that block American goods.

I have said before that we do not want to
isolate China, given its growing importance in
the global community. China today is a nation
of nearly 1.2 billion people, home to 1 of every
5 people in the world. By sheer size alone,
China has an important impact on the world’s
economy, environment, and politics. The future
of China and Hong Kong is of great importance
to the region and to the people of America.

We take some encouragement from the eco-
nomic reforms in China, reforms that by some
measures place China’s economy as the third
largest in the world, after the United States
and Japan. China’s coastal provinces are an en-
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